1994 gsxr

Looking like a Suzuki Endurance racer, it can be considered to be the first affordable, modern
racer-replica suitable for road use. It was introduced at the Cologne Motorcycle Show in
October The air and oil-cooled models can be divided into the first-generation and the
second-generation colloquially referred to as 'slabbies' and 'slingshots' respectively. The
models featured very flat bodies compared to modern sport-bikes, hence the term 'slab-sided'.
To save weight, the designers specified an air-and-oil-cooled engine, rather than a water-cooled
engine. The seat has separate front and rear sections but from onwards all models have a
one-piece seat. Apart from a modified belly pan and upgraded headlamps, there is very little
difference between the and models. Racing homologation Limited Edition model, limited
production. Including a dry clutch system, steel tank, solo seat rear section bodywork, and
Limited Edition graphics, as well as the GSX-R 's adjustable anti-dive forks. GSXR rims large
discs and calipers. The fuel tank capacity was increased to 21 liters. First major revision. New
chassis design, engine revisions, and bodywork. Internal engine dimensions changed to
accommodate the new bore and stroke. This engine used larger valves and carburetors than in
previous years. A four spring clutch was used on the short stroke motor. New styling, and twin
black silencers. Slingshot graphic first appeared on the bodywork. The second-generation
model was heavier than the first but had a stiffer frame and more power. Minor changes such as
modified lower bodywork, changes to graphics, and silver exhaust silencers. Magazines
reported that the exhaust manifold now featured small chamfers on the collector for increased
ground clearance. Cycle magazines also reported a change to the rear shock mounting
geometry and front fork length to improve ground clearance. Limited edition racing
homologation model. The redesigned engine reverted to the original long-stroke 70 x The
crankcase, crankshaft connecting rods, and clutch were upgraded to serve as a ready to race
platform. Only were sold in the U. Out of made, went to Europe and none to the US. Although
this model looks very similar to the previous '89 model many changes were made. The 90
models featured changes to the engine, suspension, bodywork, brakes, and chassis. This was
the first GSX-R to be fitted with inverted forks as standard USA models retained the
conventional forks until and returned to the bore and stroke of the original long-stroke engine. It
now featured an mm valve smaller than the short stroke but larger than the and used larger
carburetors. In the unrestricted USA bikes, the Powerjet circuit was jetted with a "zero" sized jet
and activating the circuit simply required replacing the "zero" jet with a The slide breathers
were now divorced from the airbox. The exhaust system was also changed, gone were the dual
silencers and replaced with one stainless steel silencer on the right side. The transmission
output shaft was lengthened to accommodate a wider wheel. A new curved oil-cooler design
and oil lines attached to the oil pan similar to the original engines were installed. The frame was
changed for and used some of the features from the GSX-R frame. The rake was now The front
suspension now had inverted forks, the triple clamps yokes , and handlebars were changed to
accommodate the new forks. The rear suspension featured a new damper shock and swingarm.
The rear damper shock now had a remote reservoir and damping adjustment. The revised
swingarm now featured cast ends for the axle adjustment. The rear wheel was widened to 5. A
non-adjustable steering damper was added which attached from the left frame rail to a clamp on
the left fork US models did not receive the damper but the frame had the tapped mounting
holes. The rear sprocket carrier and sprocket changed to a six-bolt design previously five. The
front brake rotors changed to a slotted design previously cross drilled holes. The bodywork
changed slightly also. The side vents became less rectangular and in a slightly different
position. Anew fender was also used with the inverted forks except the U. The most notable
feature of the " M " are the faired in headlamps and a slanted nose, both of which were designed
to reduce drag. Also fitted was a new larger seat and new rear bodywork that featured twin tail
lamps. Internal engine changes included a new valvetrain that used one dedicated cam lobe and
rocker arm finger follower per valve previous models used one lobe and one forked rocker per
two valves. Valve clearance lash was now adjusted with shims previous models used a screw
and nut. The cam duration and indexing changed slightly as well as the porting according to a
magazine article. The gauges also changed to white-colored needles previously amber colored.
All other markets got the new water-cooled GSX-R Mikuni Carburetor New water-cooled engine
and revised frame, bodywork, and suspension. USA market models retained the oil-cooled
engine and the USA model is basically the same as the 91 models with different graphics. A
sleeved down version was available as the GSXR for 92 and 93, both years were available with
inverted forks. Valve-train was revised as well which allowed for a significant increase in power.
Reduced power and weight on last year's model. The inverted forks for this year were blue
anodized. The swinging arm now has upper bracing similar to RK rather than the 'banana' style
of the previous model. The 'SPR' limited-edition racing homologation model has special factory
parts including wide-mouthed TRM40 carbs, close-ratio gearbox, magnesium engine covers, an

alloy water pump, six-piston brake calipers, and a new braced swingarm. A wider rear wheel
holding a wider rear section tire was also fitted. The last model to use the double-cradle for
more stiffness over the 94 model year and the top fairing was all new with lighter, twin reflector
beam headlights. Touted by Motorcyclist as having the most ground clearance leaned over, just
behind a Ducati All models as of have employed this design. A new compact and lightweight
engine incorporated magnesium covers on the cylinder head, starter motor, and clutch cover to
aid weight reduction. This year's model finally addressed the weight problems that had plagued
the GSX-R through the first half of the 90s. Only minor modifications were carried out on the
model consisting of new graphics and a few internal tweaks. The manual also lists the rear
wheel as having increased to millimeters from millimeters in the previous years. A steering
damper was fitted under the bottom yoke. All New Model covering through -Lighter Stronger
Faster: Sometimes called superman bike because of headlight shape. Frame: New re-designed
twin spar frame, extended swingarm, lighter front brakes to reduce unsprung mass, lighter cast
wheels to reduce rotating mass. Transmission had a number of parts changed due to design
defect that caused 2nd gear to slip and cause transmission failures. The input shaft and a
number of other parts were upgraded and an internal service bulletin issued by Suzuki to its
dealerships. Few minor tweaks for Changes to the EFI, new adjustable swingarm, new mirrors,
and new fully brushed exhaust. Refined version of the model years. ECU now 32 bit, from 16 bit,
[8] titanium valves, new body work, black powdercoated frame and swingarm, and 4-piston
radially mounted Tokico brakes. Besides changing color on the motorcycle, Suzuki celebrated
the 20th anniversary of the model by launching the Suzuki 20th Anniversary GSX-R , which
included custom paint, custom exhaust, and sunex brake rotors EL blue chain, blue seat and
20th-anniversary placards. Redesign year. New frame and swingarm and motor. Stroke
increased and transmission is now stacked. Modifications compared to the previous model
include all-new compact and lightweight 4-stroke, 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled engine designed for
overall weight reduction, optimum combustion efficiency, and power delivery. Re-designed
cylinder head with narrower valve angles creating a more compact combustion chamber design,
higher Lightweight titanium valves with steel alloy springs and aluminum spring retainers
operated by thin-wall hollow camshafts to reduce weight and inertia. New model - revised
headlights, new colors, multi-mode power adjustments. Currently the longest ever produced
GSX-R series without any major changes. New model, clean and sleek body style, new
headlight, addition of Italian made Brembo brake calipers front and Nissin back. It has a "back
torque limiting" clutch that allows for slicker downshifting. Features a more compacted
instrument panel which was inspired by the GSX-R instrument panel. The engine power
produced at the rear wheel is From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Immediate Media
Company. Retrieved 19 January Retrieved 12 January The Suzuki Gsx R M breathes through
Slingshot smoothbore carbs featuring a unique slide design developed by Suzuki engineers
working with Mikuni technicians. The design combines the best performance features of a flat
slide and a round slide, delivering the quick response and reduced throttle-movement
resistance of a flat slide and the less-turbulent airflow and better sealing of a round slide. Sport
Rider. August 23, Retrieved June 24, Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories : Suzuki
motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from August All articles needing additional references All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Articles with unsourced
statements from March Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Suzuki cc 4-stroke, liquid-cooled,
inline-4, DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S Bandit. GSF
Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia.
Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage. Boulevard
S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF
Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this
motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third
parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject
to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact
Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare
with any other motorcycle. Displacement :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes
from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top
providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at

Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can
list all Suzuki GSX-R W available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are
advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you
buy this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at
photos. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating
sample for this Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. RevZilla will match any advertised
price on new merchandise available through another authorized U. Our goal is to provide the
best possible shopping experience to every enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear
about special offers and events! How it works:. Sign in or create an accountto earn ZillaCash on
your next purchase with us. Redeem your ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with us! See our
customer service page for more details. Universal Fit Parts can be installed on various
motorcycles and may require modification. Exact Fit Parts are designed specifically for your
bike. Navigation Menu. Wish List. RevZilla offers shipping to your location! Please reference our
International Shipping Policy for details. International Shipping Policy. Self-Service Returns.
Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return any unused item within 90 days for a full refund. Start a Return
Read our full Return Policy. Lowest Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less? Submit a Price Match.
See what our customers are saying about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla Cash Rewards Program.
How it works: 1. JavaScript Disabled. We have updated our Privacy Policy. Please click here to
review the updates. Fitment Universal Fit parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may
require modification. Exact Fit parts are designed specifically for your bike. Filter 0. Clear All
Apply. Garage Select a Saved Bike. Select a Bike. No saved bikes? Use the Shop By Bike tool to
search for parts that fit your motorcycle. Saved Bikes. Clear All. Out of Stock. Universal Fit
Universal Fit parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may require modification. Make
Suzuki. Model GSXR These changes did come at a pro and con though; reduced power and
weight on last years model weight was down 9kg to kg hp at 10 rpm. Model GSX-R. Bike has
about 25k miles on it may change in since we hace nice weather. Brand new tires less than
miles Metzeler 7M tires which work really great. The saddle bags in the pics do not come with
the bike. All maintenance is up to date new plugs last winter and fresh Amsoil. I spent quite
some time looking for a bike like this and had have it for about 3 years Very comfortable for a
sport bike. Clean title and do not need help selling. Purchase must be in person and in cash. I
have for sale a Suzuki gsxrw, title in hand, the bike has the toolkit and owners manual, in
absolutely brand new condition, only original miles, all original, never wrecked , first year for
inverted forks , the forks are blue , stock exhaust , everything is stock and original, runs like
new the left mid has scuffs, look at pics, don't really show up in pics Please make reasonable
offers , the first reasonable offer will take it U can call me with any questions This bike is a very
nice collector. Model Gsx-R New headlights,chain and sprocket. Selling an emaculent water
cooled Suzuki gsxr Bike has always been well kept and stored in heated garage. The bike has
been well mechanically maintenanced. Never been driven out in the rain or ridden hard. Has
only 8xxx original miles on it. Original motor. I absolutely love this era of bikes. There were so
much character and wild colors in these bikes and they were fast even for today's standards. I
have only had some small basic upgrades and maintanced done to bike. Stage 3 carb kit
recently installed last summer. Very eye catchy bike, plus I get a lot of compliments! Plus will be
working on rebuilding a couple of oils-cooled gsxr 's with my bike mechanic this summer!!!!
Note: does have peeling on rubber pink left hand grip can be replaced with new grips and
purple seat is starting to fade a little. If you have any questions or concerns feel free to eBay
message me. Brand new Bridgestone tires, tank has been teflon coated, carbs been tuned, bike
runs smooth. This is a rare find as only made few of these and very hard to find the with
anodized forks and magnesium engine covers. Bike has been gone through and all good
condition. This is a hard to find piece of history to sportbikes. Clean DE title with no lien. Paint
is relatively new and shiny but does have some orange peel. No scratches. Tank is free of rust.
New battery, plugs, air filter, and front brake pads. Title shows 32K mi. Runs and sounds great.
Properly jetted for the exhaust. Front fairing is mounted separate from the headlights so can be
easily removed. Subframe was custom modified to fit the GSX-R tail, tail light, and seats.
Delivery may be possible for additional fee if coordinated prior to sale, depending on location.
Unless delivery terms are agreed to prior to bidding it is local pickup only. I'm willing to hold the
bike until paid for for a non-refundable deposit but terms must be coordinated and agreed to
prior to sale. Credit cards accepted. Item is being sold as-is and any deposit is non-refundable
so please come look at the bike before bidding. NV Auto Exchange, Inc. This was the last year
for the oil cooled version. This is the Black and Pink "N" code bike. The previous owner
purchased this bike in September of with 2, miles. The bike holds a clear Texas title. The only
modifications to the bike seem to be the Yoshimura exhaust and what I believe is an alarm.
Other than that, it is bone stock. I recently had it serviced. The oil and filter were changed, the

carb was completely rebuilt, inspected the entire bike for leaks and a new battery was put in.
Both tires are a little weak. If you are familiar with the early 's GSX-R's, you know that Those
particular areas stick out and catch the majority of rocks and debris that the bike might
encounter during regular riding. I have included the scuffs in the pictures. It wouldn't be hard to
have a new decal printed up and replaced. There's a little bit of a story on how I ended up with
this bike. This exact year, make, model and color was my first bike when I was 16 years old. I
rode it from the age of 16 till the age of 21, put over 15, miles on it lived in Chicago at the time
where we had approximately 4 riding months per year , rode it extremely hard and yet I never
had a single issue with the bike. In the middle of December when I was 21, I ended up selling it
to a guy I worked with when it was literally freezing with snow on the ground fairly cheap. I
explained to him that the condition of the bike and the color of the factory graphics are what
make the bike rare and worth money. He said he would take care of it. Needless to say, the first
day he rode it to work about 3 months later, it was painted a blue and gray 2 tone color I asked
him what happened and he said his niece knocked it over in his garage a few days after I sold it
to him. It left a really bad taste in my mouth and literally since that day 9 years ago, I have
searched far and wide to find another one that was stock and in as excellent shape as mine was.
In that entire time, I literally only found 1 available for sale. I went to look at it and it was a
disaster. Other than that, I never found another one. In August of last year , I found this one
listed at a dealer in Texas. It was from a Suzuki dealer. Seeing one of these bikes is so rare, that
even the Suzuki dealer put in their listing Sure enough, I knew exactly what it was but did not let
them know the details. I immediately called them and bought it as inventory seeing as to how I
am a dealer. I had it shipped from Texas to Chicago with 11, miles on it. In March when it was
fairly nice out, I trailered it to my bike builder's shop and had it servied. He rebuilt the carb, put
in a new battery and replaced the oil and filter. In the middle of March, I moved to Las Vegas. It
has been sitting in my garage at home ever since. Once a week, I start the bike to let it run for a
little while just to keep everything flowing and to keep the engine lubed internally. I still had not
ridden the bike. I now realize that I have a total of 4 motorcycles and really only ride one of
them. And although it was more of a nostalgia purchase from my childhood and it almost filled a
void in my life after such a long search for one, I never ride the bike. It now has 12, miles on it.
The 12 miles was so I can ride it from my home to my warehouse where I took the pics. I rode it
on side streets, onto the main road and then on to I with speeds ranging from 15 mph up to
about 90 mph and it ran absolutely perfect! So there you have it. That is how I ended up with
this bike. Hopefully I don't end up wanting it again because I don't have the patience to search
for another 9 years. Most of you may not even know that these bikes exist but here it is.
Hopefully the next owner respects it as much as I did and gets to enjoy it every single day.
Good luck and thanks for looking! You will not be disappointed and I can almost guarantee you
will not find another one like it and especially in this condition. Although I am a licensed dealer,
I cannot sell to the general public. You will be billed out by another dealer I am associated with
in Chicago. They will overnight you your paperwork, you will sign, send them the paperwork
back and I will ship the bike from Las Vegas directly to you at your expense if you are not
picking it up yourself. They will be charging you tax according to where you live, title and a
documentation fee all acccording to the final sale price. The remainder is due within 7 days of
auction end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell
it to the next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance
vehicles older than or with more than K miles. Make sure if financing that your financial
institution accepts the year and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing
prior to bidding. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you wish to have
it shipped using a service, we will gladly find you the cheapest yet safest transportation
company. If you are not sure about something, please ask! Do not assume anything not listed is
included. We reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the
right to end the listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this
auction unless you are serious about owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be
reported to eBay, and negative feedback will be posted. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This
auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless
otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer
to come see and further inspect the vehicle before the end of the auction. AS IS - No Warranty
Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end and make arrangements for
payment at that time. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. It is up to the
buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Make Honda. With
lots of financing options available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding.
Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for
ease of purchase and peace of mind. Bike is in excellent condition for being 23 years old. Bike

has absolutely NO signs of wear anywhere on this bike. It is ready to hit the road. Clean title is
in hand. This is the cleanest GSXR you will see around. That I guarantee! They do not come up
for sale very often in this condition. Do not miss out on this opportunity to own one of these
awesome bikes. For those of you that will try, and you know who you are, do us both a favor
and do not waste my time or yours with any low ball offers. They will not be accepted. Since we
are on the topic, there will be no joy rides. Make Mv Agusta. Excellent sportbike!!!!! Must see very clean motorcycles. Don't buy a Yamaha, kawi, triumph, Suzuki without seeing this first.
Bike has under miles! Gresham, OR. Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. Greenwood, IN. Mill Valley,
CA. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Suzuki Gsxr
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Bike is 21 years old!! Make
Suzuki 6 Mv Agusta 2 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Hitting the open road on your Suzuki GSX-R means freedom,
exhilaration and an escape from the daily grind. But never leave your garage unprepared. Keep
your motorcycle in tip-top shape by performing some basic maintenance - replace worn spark
plugs and the clutch kit for a no-bog, instant response ride. Your Suzuki's engine loves fresh oil
and at MotoSport we stock a variety of oil and other lubricants from the industry's most trusted
manufacturers. Working on your street bike takes a good set of tools and we carry all the
specialty tools you'll need to get the job done right. Additionally, make sure you check your
tires for wear and proper tire pressure before heading out. If the tires on your motorcycle have
seen better days, a fresh pair makes an extremely wise investment. At MotoSport, find the right
motorcycle tires for your sport bike, touring bike and cruiser. Finally, keep your motorcycle's
wheel bearings in prime condition to ensure a smooth ride. Forget the master technician secrets
and take your motorcycle to the next level of performance with our wide selection of bolt-on and
slip-on exhaust systems. Simple exhaust upgrades often unveil a motorcycle's true horsepower
potential. If you want to upgrade with a full exhaust system - and really bring out the power and
weight savings - then we've got that for you, too. Once you have installed all this new hardware
fine tune the power with a fuel management system. Most of our fuel management systems
provide you the option of self-tuning to accommodate different riding styles from racing to high
mountain cruising. Exact Fit. Yana Shiki. UAH Motion Pro. Spoon Tire Iron Set. Fork Oil Level
Gauge. Black Universal Clutch Lever Assembly. Battery Tender. KTM PowerParts. Fork Seal
Doctor. Wheel Balancer And Truing Stand. Pro Taper. Wireless Hour Meter. Resettable Hour
Meter. Valve Core Remover. Spark Plug Protector. Lithium Battery Charger. Battery Charger.
Black Universal Brake Lever Assembly. Shock Spanner Wrench. HP Tools. Giant Loop. Rox
Speed FX. Elite Series Pivot Handlebar Riser. Trail Tech. Heavy Duty Tire Iron. Vacuum Brake
Fluid Bleeder. Curved Tire Iron. Race Rear Stand. RG Dual-Sport Saddlebags. Optimate Lithium
Charger. Power Commander 5 Auto Tune Kit. Head Lift Front Stand. Optimate Lithium 0. Leo
Vince. Bore x Stroke 70 x Weight was down to kg - a point where the hp GSX-R was some 8
years earlier! In another odd move, power was down to hp at 10, rpm. The same model
continued to be available in Although standard production model, the GSX-RSPR was designed
to serve also as the Superbike racing platform and boasted performance features direct from
the factory racing parts bin. Wide-mouthed TRM40 carburetor, SCAI air intake system, exhaust
system with increased flow, special 6-speed close-ratio gearbox, magnesium engine covers,
aluminium water pump, thin-walled 43 mm inverted tube front fork, lighter and more rigid swing
arm. Race Rocket, eh? Now might be as good a time as any to fall upon your knees and thank
whatever god you answer to that you're not one of the uninitiated, like this guy. Be glad that
you're able to appreciate the finer points of the very latest GSXR six-piston brake calipers,
thicker fork tubes, a radically braced swingarm, new headlights housed in a narrower fairing
even new engine mounts where there weren't any before. Smarter folk might even suspect
changes not easily visible. The unenlightened, though, have their purpose in life, too. Maybe the
reason we like such things as GSXRs is because they separate us from true dolts. While the
typical pickup-truck poltroon might admire a more utilitarian motorcycle, he of limited
perception is able to immediately ascertain the essence of the GSXR: surface-to-surface,
liquid-cooled, nerve-guided, fired-from-the-crotch curve missile. Do not use while under the
influence of drugs, alcohol or feeble-mindedness. We did get the information we came for. The
new GSXR weighs precisely pounds, gassedâ€”a full 19 pounds less than the '93 machine.
Seems they did. Low mass, remember, was what made the original GSXR so phenomenally
successful in the first placeâ€”well, that and hot-pit styling. Suzuki's GSXRs brought the beauty
of leanness, the real racer's edge, to the street. Then Suzuki seemed to lose sight of that goal.
GSXRs porked out. They continued to be formidable motorcycles, but not as formidable as they
might have been. The advantage of a compared with an open-class bike should be one of
compactness, weight and therefore handling; but with the advent of lighter machines with more
displacementâ€”Honda's CBRRRâ€”Suzuki suddenly realized it was being beaten at its own

low-mass game. As the Japanese submariner said while attempting to stuff a really big radio
down the hatch of his vessel in the John Belushi classic, "": "We got to figure out a way to
make these things smaller In fact, Suzuki made no attempt to downsize its latest
GSXRâ€”rather, the goal was simply to pare weight and update suspension performance.
Chassis geometry on the '94 remains unchanged, as does the basic drivetrain. Internally, the
new-last-year, liquid-cooled, cc engine retains its basic dimensions and characteristics, but
benefits from lighter connecting rods, magnesium instead of aluminum valve and ignition
covers and aluminum instead of steel coolant pipes. The clutch rack-and-pinion assembly also
lost weight, and transmission shafts are now hollow rather than solid. While they were at it,
Suzuki engineers added an extra dog to second and sixth gears for surer engagement in what
was already the slickest gearbox in the business. Reading down the list of detail changes, it's
apparent that those 19 pounds didn't come off easily; most of the differences can be measured
in grams, not in ounces or pounds. While the '94's frame might look identical, it's not. Additional
bracing and thicker aluminum in some areas allowed the use of thinner aluminum in others;
certain sections of frame rail only enclosed on three sides have now been "boxed" on the
fourth. Most obviously, a new bracket on each side of the bike bolts the cylinder head firmly to
the underside of the main frame rails. Overall, Suzuki says the frame is lighter, but just as
strong. The all-new, heavily braced swingarm is not any lighter than the GP-wannabe,
banana-shaped arm on last year's bike, but it is, according to Suzuki, 5 percent more rigid. It
also looks better, and the fact that it's joined to the frame with a 25mm pivot shaft versus 20mm
last year is a definite flex-reducing move. Chain adjusters are now of sliding-block design.
Controlling that swingarm is a fully adjustable damper similar to last year's, but with a 6-percent
stiffer spring and 30 percent more damping in both compression and rebound modes. And don't
forget about the new rear wheel; grams about a pound-and-a-half was shaved via a hub
redesign. Up front, more weight was lost by reducing triple-clamp and outer fork tube diameter
by 1mm. Fork sliders, though, have been bumped from 41 to 43mm in diameter. Suzuki says
fork springs are 3 percent tauter this year, while damping has been increased by 30
percentâ€”but only in rebound mode. The front wheel lost grams. Brakes now consist of Tokico
six-piston calipers squeezing lighter, drilled rotors. Last year's steering damper gives way to
the lighter, under-head damper used on the GSXR The single biggest chunk of weight-loss
came out of the headlight assembly. Where last year's bike used two round headlights stuck
behind a substantial chunk of glass, the new light uses a more efficient reflector, and the outer
lensâ€”the one flush with the fairingâ€”is now the only lens. With the lighter light, Suzuki was
able to dump the heavy brace that used to support it in favor of a single bracket, which mounts
the instruments, headlight and the sliding end of the steering damper. The final bit of weight
reduction worth mentioning is the substitution of an 8 amphour battery for the previously used
10 amphour unit. Make sure and let us know how well that works on cold mornings in Michigan.
It occurred to us, on our way out to sample the new GSXR in its intended venue, that it won't be
an act of Congress that makes bikes like this obsolete: rack-like ergonomics will eventually do
the trick. Limber riders of less than about 5-foot-8 are able to wedge their legs and bodies into
the cramped cockpit without too much problem, but taller riders continue to curse what the
bike's high footpegs do to their legs. Ridden alongside the '93 bike on the freeway, the 'spec
GSXR is a bit less comfortable due to its relatively stiffer suspension. At least its engine runs
smoothly, which takes a bit of the bite out of the bike's painful ergonomic layout. With the '93
and '94 bikes' legs dialed to from-the-factory settings, it was finally time to see what Suzuki's
chassis engineers had accomplished during the off season. We headed first to one of our
favorite testing roads, one littered with smooth and tight first- and second-gear corners.
Squeeze the '93 bike's brakes charging into one of those corners and you get excellent
deceleration, stopping power that's better than 90 percent of the sportbike population. The only
downside is a lever that grows a bit mushy after eight or 10 banzai stops. You learn quickly to
clamp your thighs to the tank and the sockets around your eyeballs. The new bike stops hard,
its stiffer fork helping to keep its chin up while doing so. Fade wasn't a problem with the older
bike's brakes, but the pads in the new six-pot Tokico calipers are even better, sporting ceramic
heat insulation on their backs that prevents heat transfer to the brake fluid. The excellent bite
and feel at the lever doesn't change no matter how many times you rail up and down the
mountain. Despite identical rake and trail numbers, the new bike flicks into turns more crisply
than the old one, a trait due to several factors: 1 increased fork damping, which eliminates the
old bike's tendency to bob slightly during hard-core turn-ins or severe braking maneuvers; 2 19
fewer pounds to heave, several of which were removed from directly above the front tire; 3
thicker, less flexy fork tubes; and 4 the new front tire, Dunlop's brand-new Kevlar-belted D
Sportmax II radial, original equipment on the '94 bike's front and rear wheels. While the sporting
proclivities of Dunlop's GP-compound Sportmax radials which were mounted to our testbike at

its Willow Springs introduction are well-known at the track, the new Kevlar tire might be even
better for quick-flick street riding. Meanwhile, there's not much to separate the new and old
bikes' motors. GSXRs are not famous for midrange grunt, and reasonable drive requires that the
tach needle remain above at least the rpm point. Real acceleration begins at around nine grand,
and accessing it on tight roads requires thought and liberal doses of gearbox use. Pulling from
the middle of the powerband, the new bike feels a bit stronger; chalk that up to weight
reduction. Last year's bike ran And though the new bike ran just mph on top two mph slower
than the '93 bike , it was three mph quicker in terms of roll-on acceleration in both fifth and sixth
gears. Though the '93 bike unraveled a bit on the racetrack and at racetrack speeds, it was quite
adept at smoothing nasty public roads thanks to its semi-plush suspension. The new GSXR,
however, offers a decidedly tauter on-road ride. Bumps, potholes, pavement cracks and other
asphalt imperfections are fed more directly to the chassis, which passes them on posthaste to
the rider. This added tautness makes it somewhat difficult to believe that the fork uses springs
that are just 3 percent stiffer than before. Despite this, what feels harsh at low speeds feels less
so as velocity increases, and at about the point where the older bike begins to lose a bit of its
composure, the '94 is just limbering up. The new bike's redone rear suspension is definitely
firmerâ€”though less jarring than the forkâ€”and does a good job of keeping the rear Dunlop
planted while maintaining a good, level chassis attitude driving out of bumpy corners. For street
riding, the new GSXR becomes a sharper, quicker, lighter tool, but a considerably less plush
one. What Suzuki sought in retooling the GSXR's suspension is best revealed in its choice of
venue for the new bike's press introductionâ€”Willow Springs Raceway. Suspension
differences between '93 and '94 on that trackâ€” where average speed for a stock hovers around
mphâ€”were noticeable, especially through turns eight and nine, which are decidedly on the
high side of mph. There, the old bike's softer suspensionâ€”so compliant and competent on
public asphaltâ€”tended to wallow slightly, giving the rider a bit less feedback and removing a
degree or two of confidence. The new bike, despite its tauter ride, rails through these faster
corners with more composure and crispness. Early on at Willow, we found the factory settings
to be less than ideal, with a front-high, rear-low chassis imbalance that kept riders from getting
the most out of the bike. To combat this, we fed a bit more preload and rebound damping to the
rear shock. We then firmed up rebound and reduced compression up front. Finally, we dropped
the front end by raising the fork tubes in the triple trees by 10mm. These changes got rid of the
chassis imbalance, quickened steering a bit, and did a far better job of controlling the bike's
wheels at speed. Tossing the new bike into mph turn two, the slight bob and weave of the '93
bike was gone. Railing through mph turn eight, the slight wallow of the old bike had vanished.
Its right footpeg and exhaust canister are just beginning to kiss tarmac as traction runs out. At
no point does the new bike feel unstable or wobbly as it carries on the GSXR tradition of quick,
precise and nimble steering. Suzuki's latest GSXR is now as firmly planted at racetrack speeds
as anything in the class, and despite the fact that the bike offers a harsher on-road ride, the
benefits for those concerned solely with extreme performance will be happy. The rest may not
even notice. Willow's layout, in conjunction with the GSXR's superior snicky-snick gearbox,
makes keeping the tach above nine grand a snap. Up there it's easy to fall in love with the
GSXR; its engine is one of the all-time smoothies as it pulls to just past an indicated 12, rpm
before fading. The new front brake is even more impressive on the track, pulling the bike down
from plus mph powerfully, quickly and controllably. As hard-core streetbikes go, GSXRs have
always been tough to fault. With this new bike, the faults are even fewer. The ride certainly is
firmer and the cockpit is merciless, but nobody we know of buys a GSXR for comfort. They buy
'em for major-league backroad ability and pit-lane style, and on those counts the bike is an
unqualified success. If you're looking for a more all-around , see the VFRF test in this issue. All
in all, the race-replica class race is just too close to call this year. Picking a winner will have to
wait until we get a chance to gather all the contestants at once. Somebody has to do it. We're
willing to make that sacrifice. Slide it up against our model and the original GSXR looks long,
tall and lumpy. But sliding it onto the scales manifests an enduring appeal unsurpassed by any
cc sporting four before or since. Complete with 5. How did Suzuki ever do such a thing? It
wasn't easy. With a prime directive of undercutting the curb weight of the average sportbike by
20 percent, Suzuki engineers settled on a compact, in-line four more latitude for engine
placement than a V , filling over-square cylinders through four valves each. Liquid-cooling was
out; too heavy. So, the GSXR's engine design team dreamed up an elegantly simple alternative:
use oil to cool as well as to lubricate power-producing parts. Since cooler parts can be built
lighter, the horsepower package was 29 pounds lighter and more compact than its
predecessors. Turning to the chassis, the GSXR's artful aluminum frame weighed in at a scant
Compare that with the The whole package rolled on inch wheels fitted with Bridgestone radials,
with By fitting the bike with 26 degrees of rake and making it lighter than anything in its class,

engineers expected to establish a new benchmark for twisty-road handling manners. Light
weight, neutral steering and unflappable stability proved an all-but-invincible combination. The
bike wasn't fault-free, however. It was a bit tall, its ergonomics were hopelessly cruel and the 31
mm CV carburetors fitted to U. The faults were enough to allow Yamaha's pound FZ to win our
May " Showdown" by the most marginal of margins. But even today, beg, borrow or steal a ride
on a strong-running example and you'll see just how effective Suzuki's light-makes-right credo
remains. Effective enough that we can only pray the latest GSXR's diet program is a sign of
things to come. Becau
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se if Hamamatsu could somehow find a way to trim their latest package down to that pound
fighting weight, the rest of the world would be playing catch-up all over again. Source
Motorcyclist Home Manufacturer Contact. The GSXR will be a serious contender. That's a
certainty. Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. Bore
x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Engine Oil. Exhaust System. Wet
sump. Computer controlled electronic ignition. Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Torque. Cable
operated, wet multiple, coil spring. Final Drive. Gear Ratios. Front Suspension. Showa 43 mm
cartridge style upside-down forks, preload, compression and rebound adjustable. Front Wheel
Travel. Rear Suspension. Full floater, preload, compression and rebound adjustable. Front
Brakes. Single mm disc, 2 piston Nissin caliper. Alloy, 3 spoke. Front Rim. Front Tyre. Seat
Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Average Consumption. Top Speed. Motorcyclist,

